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Abstract
The ‘‘lock-in’’ model by Arthur wArthur, W.B., 1988. Competing technologies. In: Dosi, G., Freeman, C., Nelson, R.,
Silverberg, G., Soete, L. ŽEds.., Technical Change and Economic Theory. Pinter, London, pp. 590–607.x can be extended to
the case of two and even three sources of random variation. Thus, one can model a triple helix of university–industry–
government relations. In the case of two sources the stabilization of a technological trajectory is enhanced, while in the case
of three a complex regime can be generated. Conditions for lock-in, lock-out, return to equilibrium, substitution, etc., are
specified in relation to the assumed complexity of the dynamics under study and with reference to the stage of development,
that is, before or after lock-in. Some normative implications of the triple helix model of innovations can be specified. q 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The boundaries between public and private, science and technology, university and industry are in
flux. Universities and firms are assuming tasks that
were formerly the province of the other sectors.
Shaping these relations is increasingly a subject of
science and technology policies at different levels.
University–industry–government relations can be
considered as a triple helix of evolving networks of
communication ŽEtzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 1997..
This ‘‘triple helix’’ is more complex than the mutual
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interactions between the ‘‘double helices’’ on which
it rests.
Co-evolutions between technological developments and their cognitive and institutional environments change the knowledge infrastructure Žcf.,
Freeman and Perez, 1988; Nelson, 1994.. In a triple
helix configuration, research, technology, and development networks increasingly change the relevant
environments for R & D ŽGibbons et al., 1994.. New
research agendas are constructed at cooperative research centers, on the Internet, or in virtual research
institutes.
The triple helix thesis has meanwhile been elaborated into a recursive model of how an overlay of
interactions operates on the institutional carriers. The
institutions retain the hitherto best possible fits. Mar-
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ket selections, innovative dynamics, and network
controls operate on these configurations using their
respective codes of communication Že.g., prices; cf.,
Luhmann, 1984.. Negotiations and translations at the
interfaces induce adaptation mechanisms in the institutional arrangements ŽLeydesdorff, 1997a..
Whereas two dynamics tend to co-evolve into
trajectories, a regime of transitions between trajectories is expected to emerge as one is able to recombine the historical contingencies in a network overlay. Using this overlay among the helices, the appreciation of hierarchical centers of control can be
changed dynamically ŽGibbons et al., 1994.. Niche
management and human capital management become
crucial issues of policy formulation ŽBiggiero, 1998;
Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 1998a..
For example, aircraft flight can be considered as a
regime, while various trajectories can be recognized
in the development of airplanes ŽConstant, 1980;
Mowery and Rosenberg, 1981.. The regime develops
at the super-systemic level: one or more technological trajectories can combine dynamically with a market structure and institutional control at the national
andror the corporate level. The observable continuity in the development of a trajectory may be based
on a coincidental ‘‘lock-in’’ that defines a standard
for developing this technology ŽDavid, 1985; Arthur,
1988.. The composing elements of a regime are
expected to build upon their respective trajectories;
the different subsystems select upon each other along
these trajectories.
Selection is a recursive operation. If a single
selection prevails, one can appreciate this as a result
of the operation of the market. Innovation, however,
tends to upset the movement of the market towards
equilibrium ŽNelson and Winter, 1977.. In the case
of a mutual shaping between two dynamics Že.g.,
markets and technologies. a co-evolution is expected
as a result of selections by the systems upon each
other: some selections are then selected for stabilization or, in other words, along a trajectory over time.
A regime can be considered as a meta-stabilization or, in other words, a selection on the stabilizations, that is, a globalization ŽLeydesdorff, 1994..
The third selector operates upon the co-evolutions
between the double helices. The triple helix is expected to exhibit a complex dynamics. A complex
super-system, however, tends to develop ‘‘near de-

composability’’ over time ŽSimon, 1969.. If integration were to fail, crisis would prevail. Thus, management and policy-making are locked-in as a reflexive
helix to the co-evolutions between markets and technologies along trajectories.
How is the trade-off between differentiation and
integration to be controlled? What is to be considered as optimal in different stages of the technology
life-cycles? A complex dynamics allows for more
than a single perspective. From each perspective one
is able to develop a theoretical appreciation, but the
perspective implies a specific reduction of the complexity ŽLuhmann, 1984; Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz,
1998b.. For example, the technological trajectories
generated in the interactions between markets and
technologies have been, among other things, a theoretical focus of evolutionary economics Že.g., Rosenberg, 1976; Nelson and Winter, 1982.. Analogously,
the sustained interaction between state control and
markets may lead to trajectories in the political
economy. These need not be knowledge-intensive.
Sustained interaction between state control and science-based innovations can lead to rigidities in, for
example, the energy household Žcf., McKelvey,
1997..
When the three dynamics Žthat is, markets, innovation, and control. operate in a competitive mode
Žthat is, as degrees of freedom in the model., the
complexities and flexibilities of a triple helix network system are generated. Uncertainties in the relations between the helices open windows of potential
innovation Žand conflict. in Žsub-.systems that otherwise have to be reproduced. Because the emerging
order of the regime is pending and exerting selection
pressure, the interactions between the subdynamics
are entrained in evolutionary drifts ŽKampmann et
al., 1994.. Arthur Ž1988. has shown that drifts trigger new lock-ins under specifiable conditions of
increasing returns.
While Arthur Ž1988; 1989. studied this process in
the case of a single source of variation — the
random arrival of adopters on a market with competing technologies — I shall extend his model systematically to two and then to three sources of variation.
My argument will be that Ži. in the case of a single
source of variation, prolonged periods of equilibrium
are possible under specifiable conditions. Lock-in,
however, is Žii. enhanced in the case of two interact-
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ing dynamics. The interaction factors are crucial, and
Žiii. only if these are reflexively declared will a triple
helix exhibit patterns of complex behaviour. Various
policy implications follow from this argument.

2. A further elaboration of the Arthur (1988)
model
Arthur Ž1988; 1989. specified why one should
expect a lock-in in the case of competing technologies, randomness in initial purchasing behaviour, and
absorbing barriers in the case of network externalities. A random walk will necessarily reach one of the
barriers. From an evolutionary perspective, the absorbing barriers can be considered as structural selectors on the variation: the disturbance is locked in
when the noise from the acting system reaches the
level of a signal for the receiving system.
In other words, this model implies assumptions
with respect to two systems of reference: the competition between technologies and the increasing returns on the market. While David Ž1985. and Arthur
Ž1988. were mainly interested in the historical origins of lock-in in terms of consumer behaviour, I
shall focus on what lock-in means for the receiving
Žmarket. system. This system of reference makes the
discussion a bit more abstract, but it enables us to
study systematically questions about preventing
lock-ins and about how a lock-in can be disturbed to
the extent of a potential ‘‘lock-out’’. From the perspective of the receiving system, it does not matter
how the lock-in was generated. Thus, these Žsub-.dynamics can be distinguished analytically.
Let me first shortly recapitulate the model of
Arthur Ž1988.: two competing technologies are labeled A and B. These are cross-tabled with two
types of agents, R and S, with different ‘‘natural
inclinations’’ towards technologies A and B. In
Table 1, aR represents the natural inclination of
R-agents towards type A technology, and b R an Žin
this case, lower. inclination towards B. Analogously,
one can attribute parameters aS and b S to S-agents
Ž b S ) aS ..
The network effects of adoption Ž r and s . are
modelled as independent terms, again differently for
R- and S-type agents. The appeal of a technology is
increased by previous adopters with a term r Žlower
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Table 1
Returns to adopting A or B, given nA and n B previous adopters
of A and B. The model assumes that aR ) b R and that b S ) aS .
Both r and s are positive

R-agent
S-agent

Technology A

Technology B

aR q rnA
aS q snA

b R q rn B
b S q sn B

case. for each R-type agent, and s for S-type agents.
If R- and S-type agents arrive on the market randomly, the theory of random walks predicts that this
competition will lock-in on either side Ž A or B ..
The model is elegantly simple and it can easily be
programmed ŽLeydesdorff and Van den Besselaar,
1997.. Table 2 provides the algorithm in BASIC. The
parameter Ž aR , b R , aS , b S , r, and s . can be varied,
and different scenarios can thus be tested.
Fig. 1 shows the results of 10 runs of simulation
in a population of 10,000 adopters with the parameter values used as provided in Table 2 Žthat is, 0.8
for aR and b S , 0.2 for aS and b R , and 0.01 for r and
s .. The line in the middle of the figure corresponds
to a 50% market share for each technology. As
predicted, lock-ins occur in all cases, although not
necessarily before the end of the simulation using
10,000 adopters.
Note that the network effects are generated endogenously as a consequence of the values of parameters r and s. If one reduces these two parameters
by 50% to 0.005 in the above model, lock-in will
often fail to occur in a population of this size Ž10,000
adopters.. The absorbing barriers are not caused by
external Že.g., market. conditions, but by structural
effects in a random walk with path-dependent feedback.
Elsewhere, we have tested this model extensively
for its sensitivity to changes in parameter values
ŽLeydesdorff and Van den Besselaar, 1998.. The
main findings were the following.
Ž1. Lock-ins are robust against changes in parameter values by orders of magnitude. First, a technological breakthrough affecting the natural inclinations does not lead to a lock-out and consequent
substitution of a lock-in of the other technology.
Second, strong reduction of the network effect for
the winning technology Že.g., r . or, alternatively,
enhancement of the network effect of the losing
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Table 2
Code for the simulation of the Arthur Ž1988. model. Source: Leydesdorff and Van den Besselaar Ž1998.
10 INPUT N
20 SCREEN 11: WINDOW Žy2,0. y Ž N,100.: CLS
30 FOR J s 1 TO 25
40 LINE Žy2,50. y Ž N,50.
50 RA s 0.8: RB s 0.2: SA s 0.2: SB s 0.8: NA s 1: NB s 1: s s 0.01: r s 0.01
60 RANDOMIZE TIMER
70 FOR I s 1 TO N
80 XX s RND
90 IF XX - 0.5 GOTO 100 ELSE GOTO 140
100 RETURNAs RA q r )NA:RETURNBs RB q r )NB
110 IF RETURNA) RETURNB THEN NA s NA q 1 ELSE NB s NB q 1
130 GOTO 160
140 RETURNAs SA q s)NA: RETURNBs SB q s)NB
150 IF RETURNA) RETURNB THEN NA s NA q 1 ELSE NB s NB q 1
160 Y s NA q NB:Z s 100)NArY
170 PSET Ž Y,Z .
180 NEXT I
200 NEXT J
210 END

technology Žin this case, s . by orders of magnitude
does not change the configuration.
Ž2. If one forces a ‘‘lock-out’’ by further increasing Žor decreasing. parameter values by orders of
magnitude, the replacement pattern reverts to the
curve for lock-in of the other technology. Fig. 2
illustrates this case. Although highly unlikely in the
case of increasing returns, substitution will be fast
and ordered if successful.
These rapid, but ordered substitution processes
have hitherto been insufficiently understood from the

perspective of evolutionary modelling. In a classical
study, Fisher and Prey Ž1971. analyzed 17 cases of
technological substitution. The cases included both
product and process innovations Že.g., synthetic vs.
natural fibres and different furnace technologies..
The main finding was that the rate of a substitution
in all the cases, once begun, did not change throughout its history. This rate is not a simple measure of

Fig. 1. Arthur’s model as specified in Table 2; after 10 simulation
runs Ž10,000 adopters..

Fig. 2. Forcing technological ‘‘lock-out’’ and possible return to
equilibrium Ž20,000 adopters..
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the pace of technical advance, but is determined by
the evolutionary mechanism underlying substitution.
The simulation results show that substitution processes are expected to follow the lock-in line of the
substituting technology. Evolutionary networks can
be considered as hyper-networks that are able to
suppress relevant subdynamics Žcf., Bruckner et al.,
1996.. It is not the emergence of a new technology,
but the balance between the dynamics of the interlocking networks that determines the dissolution of
one lock-in or another given a choice between competing technologies Žcf., David and Foray, 1994..
Ž3. There is a window for return to equilibrium if
the market is sufficiently large. This can, for example, be observed in case of the rightmost curve in
Fig. 2 above. Equilibrium remains a meta-stable state
of the system.
In order to understand the possibility of a return
to equilibrium, let us evaluate the conditions for
lock-in in analytical terms. Lock-in into technology
A, for example, occurs when it becomes more attractive for S-type agents to buy this technology despite
their natural preference for technology B. From Table
1, we can see that this is the case when:
aS q snA ) b S q sn B .
Thus:
snA y sn B ) b S y aS

Ž nA y n B . ) Ž b S y aS . rs.
From this result two further conclusions follow
with respect to the possibility of preventing lock-in
and then also with respect to the possibility of
lock-out which are the following.
Ž4. Given a parameter set, lock-in is a consequence of only the difference in the number of
previous adopters Ž< nA y n B <.. With increasing diffusion, this difference becomes smaller as a percentage
of the total number of adopters Ž nA q n B .. Consequently, the difference in market share becomes
more difficult to assess by new arrivals who therefore tend to decide on the basis of their natural
preferences and thus to prolong equilibrium. If one
assumes reflexivity on the side of consumers, for
example, as expressed by uncertainty about market
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shares among them, a window is created for prolonged periods of equilibrium. 1
Ž5. If the network parameter of the loosing technology Že.g., technology B as the preference of
S-type agents. is reduced to zero, the locked-in
system reverts to equilibrium since the networkparameter s is part of the denominator in the above
derived equation. The system is then necessarily
‘‘locked-out’’. Substantively, one may interpret this
as an effect of setting the S-type agents free from the
constraints of the previous lock-in, and thereby enabling them to return to their natural preferences.
The normative implication of this latter conclusion is counter-intuitive: in the case of a technology
B that had to give way to the lock-in of a competing
technology Ž A., a return to the market is not likely
based on competition in terms of the existing network effects, but by dissolving them. This implies a
radical innovation that sets the technology free from
those contextual factors that were advantageous during the previous generation of the technology.
For example, the network externalities of the VHS
system as a technology for VCR will disappear when
video movies can be downloaded directly from the
Internet. Customers can then be expected to use
other storage media than a single brand of magnetic
tape. Thus, paradoxically, a technology which has
lost the competition should not be improved in terms
of the current competition, since that was already
lost. Changes in the institutional settings or, in other
words, the political economy of the technology are
conditional for a lock-out.
In summary, Arthur Ž1988. noted that equilibrium
is enhanced if lock-ins can be postponed. We have
now specified that this is dependent on the relation
of the absolute difference between the number of
adopters and the total number of adopters. Lock-outs
can be provoked by introducing radical new tech-

1
Such effects can be shown in the simulations. For example, if
one changes the instructions in lines 110 and 150 Žin Table 2.
from ‘‘IF RETURNA )RETURNB THEN . . . ’’ into ‘‘IF RETURNA ) 0.95 ) RETURNB THEN . . . ’’ Žand vice versa.,
lock-ins seldom occur given the above values for network parameters. For example, if agents are willing to pay up to 5% more for
their preferred product, equilibrium can be maintained given the
parameter values in Table 2 ŽLeydesdorff and Van den Besselaar,
1998..
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nologies into a market with a sufficiently large number of adopters. Of course, competing technologies
of the next generation can lock-in again. In that case,
a next cycle is generated.
The normative implications are thus dependent on
the stage of lock-in vs. equilibrium. If one wishes to
keep the system in equilibrium, one has to make the
assessment of relative market shares difficult. As
soon as there is an obvious winner, competitors will
jump on the bandwagon at the expense of destroying
previous competencies. When a lock-in has occurred,
the only other option is radical innovation affecting
and involving the structural conditions of the technology.
Radical innovation implies that one has to break
out of one’s trajectory at the price of ‘‘creative
destruction’’ of in-house competencies and network
externalities. In a corporate world, such a shift of
trajectory requires another set of institutional alliances. Since the needed restructuring is radical, it is
likely to be based on a cognitive reconstruction and
not on existing practices. One then abstracts from the
current situation.

3. Lock-ins and lock-outs
Bruckner et al. Ž1994. have shown — using a
master equation approach — that successful innovation of this type remains highly improbable given a
lock-in. In terms of evolutionary theorizing, a radical
innovation requires tunneling of the trajectory
through a so-called ‘‘separatrix’’ in the phase space;
that is, one has to find another basin of attraction. An
essential condition for this unlikely event is the
creation of a niche in which the new technology can
find sufficient applications so that it can withstand
the competition on this basis.
A corporation may be able to create a niche in
collaboration with a government, or perhaps by aiming at specific user groups ŽLundvall, 1988; Nelson,
1993.. A mechanism has to be brought into place
that shields the new technology from the effect of
the ‘‘hyper-selective’’ environment of the open market. This temporary shielding of the market leads
almost by definition to market segmentation. One
can simulate this situation in the Arthur-model by
assuming not only two competing technologies, but

also two selection environments Žsee Table 3.. For
the moment, we can disregard from the issue of
whether these environments are different nation states
or market segments.
Let us, for the sake of simplicity, assume that the
parameter values are similar to those in the previous
case. R- and S-type adopters arrive randomly as
before. The network effects in the two market segments Ž C and D . are initially identical. First, we will
examine what happens when the choice between
technologies A and B is independent of whether
adopters arrive in markets C or D. In other words,
we introduce a second stochast and we evaluate the
four possible combinations AC, AD, BC, and BD
without any assumptions of deliberate andror effective coupling between the respective technologies
and market segments.
The code for this simulation is provided in Table
4 in a format similar to that of Table 2. Note that in
line 730, one is able in principle to turn the printer
on in order to make a quantitative assessment of the
timelines which are produced. However, we limit the
analysis in this study to a qualitative appreciation of
the results.
The results of running the model as specified in
Table 4 are exhibited in Fig. 3 for a single run. In
other runs, the moment of lock-in varies, but the
pattern is essentially similar to that shown in Fig. 1.
The system locks in, first, along one of the two
dimensions of, for example, technologies A and B,
and only thereafter and independently in the other
dimension Žin this case markets C and D .. In Fig. 4,
I anticipate the further discussion below by exhibiting the result of adding a third dimension Ž E and F .
to this system. The system has now 2 3 s 8 options,
and the three bifurcations lock-in subsequently. The
chance of lock-in, of course, increases with the
number of dimensions given the same parameter
values.

Table 3
R- and S-type potential adopters of technologies A and B arrive
randomly in selection environments C and D

Market C
Market D

Technology A

Technology B

AC
AD

BC
BD
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Table 4
Extension of the Arthur Ž1988. model: two stochasts with cross-tabling
10 INPUT N
20 SCREEN 11: WINDOW Žy2,0. y Ž N,100.: CLS
30 FOR J s 1 TO 10
40 LINE Žy2,50. y Ž N,50.: LINE Žy2,25. y Ž N,25.: LINE Žy2,75. y Ž N,75.
50 RA s 0.8: RB s 0.2: SA s 0.2: SB s 0.8: s1 s 0.01: r1 s 0.01
51 RC s 0.8: RD s 0.2: SC s 0.2: SD s 0.8: s2 s 0.01: r 2 s 0.01
52 NAC s 1: NAD s 1: NBC s 1: NBD s 1: NA s 2: NB s 2: NC s 2: ND s 2
60 RANDOMIZE TIMER
70 FOR I s 1 TO N
80 xx s RND
90 yy s RND
100 IF
110 IF
120 IF
130 IF

xx - 0.5 AND
xx - 0.5 AND
xx ) 0.5 AND
xx ) 0.5 AND

yy - 0.5 GOTO 200
yy ) 0.5 GOTO 300
yy - 0.5 GOTO 400
yy ) 0.5 GOTO 500

200 returnAs RA q r1)ŽNAC q NAD.: returnBs RB q r1)ŽNBC q NBD.
210 returnCs RC q r 2)ŽNAC q NBC.: returnDs RD q r 2)ŽNAD q NBD.
280 GOTO 600
300 returnAs RA q r1)ŽNAC q NAD.: returnBs RB q r1)ŽNBC q NBD.
310 returnCs SC q s2)ŽNAC q NBC.: returnDs RC q s2)ŽNAD q NBD.
380 GOTO 600
400 returnAs SA q s1)ŽNAC q NAD.: returnBs SB q s1)ŽNBC q NBD.
410 returnCs RC q r 2)ŽNAC q NBC.: returnDs RD q r 2)ŽNAD q NBD.
480 GOTO 600
500 returnAs SA q s1)ŽNAC q NAD.: returnBs SB q s1)ŽNBC q NBD.
510 returnCs SC q s2)ŽNAC q NBC.: returnDs SD q s2)ŽNAD q NBD.
580 GOTO 600
600 IF returnA) returnB THEN NA s NA q 1 ELSE NB s NB q 1
630 IF returnC) returnD THEN NC s NC q 1 ELSE ND s ND q 1
640 IF ŽreturnA) returnB. AND ŽreturnC) returnD. THEN NAC s NAC q 1
650 IF ŽreturnA- returnB. AND ŽreturnC) returnD. THEN NBCs NBC q 1
660 IF ŽreturnA) returnB. AND ŽreturnC- returnD. THEN NAD s NAD q 1
670 IF ŽreturnA- returnB. AND ŽreturnC- returnD. THEN NBD s NBD q 1
680 GOTO 700
700 Y s NA q NB
710 Z11 s 100)NACrY:Z12 s 100)NADrY
720 Z22 s 100)NBCrY:Z21 s 100)NBDrY
730 REM PRINT NAC, NAD, NBC, NBD
740 PSET Ž Y,Z11.: PSET Ž Y,Z12.: PSET Ž Y,Z21.: PSET Ž Y,Z22.
750 NEXT I
760 NEXT J
770 END

For analytical reasons, equilibrium remains an
Žunstable. option as before. The situation is not
fundamentally different from the situation with a
single source of randomness, since we have not yet

accounted for the possibility of couplings in this
model. The idea of sustaining a niche in the market,
however, is based on the surplus value of a positive
coupling of a specific technology with a market
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Fig. 3. Extension of the Arthur-model to two technologies and two
markets.

Fig. 5. Coupling of two stochastic processes enhances the lock-in.

segment. Thus, one intends to capitalize on the combination of a technology and a temporarily protected
environment as an interaction effect.
There are several ways to model such positive
reinforcement using the program in Table 4. For
example, one may insert a line 220 to the code after
line 210, specifying that in the case of this combination the corresponding network parameters Žin this
case, r1 and r 2. are increased with one promille
Žthat is, r1 s r1)1.001 and r 2 s r 2)1.001. because these two parameters were selected. ŽAnalogously, one can then add a line 320 specifying:
‘‘r1 s r1)1.001’’ and ‘‘s2 s s2)1.001’’, etc.. Alternatively, one may wish to add these conditions
only after the realizations of the corresponding combinations, that is, after lines 640, 650, 660 and 670,
respectively. One might also wish to assume other
coupling mechanisms. However, the details of the
specification do not really matter for the overall
effect: a positive interaction effect always enhances
lock-in in the case of two stochasts, as shown for a

typical case in Fig. 5. When two selectors are coupled in a model with this type of Žpositive. interaction effect, lock-ins are enhanced significantly. The
system is expected to lock-in into one of the four
options.
The enforcement of the lock-in of a technology
can be considered as a co-evolution with a specific
environment or also as the generation of a trajectory:
the resulting system is developed using specific
trade-offs in terms of both technologies and environments ŽDosi, 1982.. The market is not only taken
over by one of the two competing technologies Žas in
the previous case., but this winning technology is
also captured within a specific environment.
Note the recursivity in the development. A fit
may be generated, for example, in terms of a dominant design at the level of a firm. The dominant
design captures the industry ŽAbernathy and Utterback, 1978; Tushman and Anderson, 1986; Anderson
and Tushman, 1990.. Once a technology is domi-

Fig. 4. Three stochasts, and therefore 2 3 options.

Fig. 6. A triple helix with small errors Ž30,000 adopters..
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Fig. 8. Two winners in different suboptima Ž30,000 adopters..

Fig. 7. Second example; similar run.

nant, the differentiation of market structures provides
a potential mechanism for the creation of niches in
which stronger fits can be elaborated. For example,
the Airbus 300 series of the 1980s codified the
design principles of the Boeing 700 series, thereby
turning the latter into the industry standard ŽFrenken
and Leydesdorff, forthcoming.. The thus emerging
regime is expected to conquer the market by restructuring it.

4. The triple helix
Figs. 6 and 7 provide examples of coupling in the
case of three stochastics. Whenever an order is imposed on the system only in the weakest sense — for
example, by declaring a single conditional relation
between the returns 2 — the pattern of independent
lock-ins can be completely disturbed. Lock-in is still
expected, but the effects tend to be global: all competing combinations can be affected indirectly. In
this case, the systems are coupled algorithmically in
dimensions other than those that can be observed
directly and consequently a complex dynamics is
generated.

2
The simulations in this section are based on introducing a
single transitive relation into what corresponds to line 640 in
Table 4, but then for the case of three stochasts. Instead of ‘‘IF
returnA ) returnB AND returnC ) returnD AND returnE )
returnF’’, the specification was ‘‘IF returnA ) returnB AND returnC ) returnE AND returnE) returnF’’, thus creating a hierarchical relation between ‘‘returnC ) returnE) returnF’’ as a condition. Similar results could be produced by introducing other
hierarchies.

Fig. 9. Two winners in different suboptima Ž30,000 adopters..

In Fig. 6, we observe the lock-in of a technologyrmarket combination that was not initially leading. However, the initially dominant combination is
able to keep a considerable market share despite the
extension to 30,000 adopters, as against 10,000 in
the previous runs. Fig. 7 exhibits a run in which the
initially leading combination is negatively affected
by the final lock-in and then loses the competition.
Figs. 8 and 9 provide examples of runs in which
two different combinations are locked-in. Because of
the non-linearities introduced two equilibria can be
created in the case of three random, but partially
coupled dynamics. The possibility of multiple equilibria can be explained using the NK-model of
Kauffman Ž1993. of random fitness landscapes
ŽFrenken, 1999.. 3 As Fig. 9 illustrates, the configu-

3
In the case of eight Ž2 3 . possible genotypes, more than a
single local optimum is possible in a fitness landscape for N s 3
ŽKauffman, 1993, pp. 42 f... In general, the number of local
optima in a random fitness landscape can be Ž2 N .rŽ N q1. at the
maximum ŽKauffman, 1995, pp. 166 ff... The figures depicted
here can be considered as possible uphill walks in this fitness
landscape Žcf., Frenken, 1999..
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ration is meta-stable under this condition of continuous disturbances.

5. Conclusions
By extending a routine proposed by Arthur Ž1988;
1989. for modelling a basic understanding of network effects in the case of competing technologies, it
could be demonstrated that three interacting dynamics may generate highly unpredictable effects. Because of the negative Žthat is, selective. feedback
loops involved, the risks of bringing an innovation
process locally to an end should not be neglected. If,
on the other hand, a technology fits into a lock-in, a
trajectory is generated that can be expected to perform a ‘‘life’’-cycle as long as it is not systematically disturbed by developments at the next-order
level of the technological regime.
Before turning to the normative implications, let
me recapitulate the argument. First, technologies and
markets tend to couple along trajectories because of
the contingencies and the historicities involved. These
frictions generate operational uncertainties that enhance lock-in ŽForay, 1998.. The resulting markets,
however, are different from primitive markets in the
sense that thereafter the markets are no longer elastic
in terms of prices. Evolutionary economics has studied these rigidities in science-based production processes Že.g., Rosenberg, 1976; Leydesdorff and Van
den Besselaar, 1999.. Technically, pricerperformance ratios and other sophisticated decision criteria
tend to replace simple pricing as the selection mechanism ŽTeubal, 1979; Lundvall, 1988..
Trajectories compete recursively, but in a multidimensional phase-space of possible selections.
Whereas corporations have been the main carriers of
trajectories, state intervention has been a major agent
for change in the phase-space of different trajectories
ŽLeydesdorff and Etzkowitz, 1996.. The reflexive
feedback codes the competition with another layer.
Science and technology provide this code with legitimation. One reason for coding the feedback has been
that without the additional layer of social organization monopoly would prevail in the long run — as a
consequence of lock-in — and the system might not
be sufficiently innovative. Analogously, the European Union is based on the assumption that it is

possible to dissolve national lock-ins by adding another layer of networking with its own code.
While multi-national corporations have been able
to take national differences as a source of variation
for their selections, the internal differentiation of the
bureaucracy in terms of supra-national, national, regional, and semi-government agencies has opened up
a range of possible interactions in the third dimension of the triple helix. Since this interaction has
increasingly been coded in political discourse — for
example, in the case of Europe in terms of ‘‘the
subsidiarity principle’’ — a regime comparable with
those illustrated by the last simulations was generated ŽFrenken, 1999..
Although the development of a triple helix interaction can be traced back to the second half of the
19th century Že.g., Noble, 1977; Van den Belt and
Rip, 1987., the codification of the network mode as
a regime of university–industry–government communications is of rather recent date ŽLeydesdorff,
1997a.. The expansion of the higher-education sector
during the 20th century has provided the social
system with an operational reservoir of reflexive
knowledge Že.g., Parsons and Platt, 1973.. The globalized regime of a triple helix adds a degree of
freedom to the observable systems: in the complex
negotiations one is able to select among the trajectories that — from a different perspective — can be
considered as the institutional constraints. The contextual embeddedness of the innovation process can
further be overcome by using virtual dimensions
ŽNowak and Grantham, 1999.; the ‘‘laboratory model
of innovation’’ can gradually be supplemented with
a ‘‘desk top model’’ using representations ŽGibbons
et al., 1994; Kaghan and Barnett, 1997..
Trajectories are based on contingent co-evolutions
between two of the three helices. For example, trajectories are expected to emerge in the interaction
between technologies and markets. National governments and large-scale technologies have sometimes
been locked-in, as in the former Soviet economies
when market forces were lamed. Lock-ins between
nation states and market forces are typical of systems
which are not Žyet. science-based. The triple helix
regime operates in terms of recursive selections.
Since one selects on the observables reflexively, the
mode of operation is transient or ‘‘Mode-2’’ ŽGibbons et al., 1994..
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The overlay operates by reflexively selecting from
the observables on the basis of expectations that are
socially distributed. Expectations can be improved
when they are made the subject of systematic research. Thus, expectations and their interactions are
increasingly the basis of social order in a
knowledge-based economy. This overlay continuously reshapes the observable institutions in university–industry–government relations, yet in a network
mode.

6. Normative implications
When the system has become so complex that it
can be analyzed and appreciated in terms of a triple
helix, local action obtains a different meaning. Local
action is provided with meaning at the level of a
specific trajectory, while its effectiveness is based on
a non-linear interaction. The network system that
operates in terms of expectations is more volatile
then its retention mechanism. Paradoxically, the
chances of success of policies at the intended locations are low; unintended consequences can be expected to prevail.
The complex system remains in need of disturbances by local action since it operates by selecting
on them. Thus, active policy-making is a necessary
ingredient of a triple helix system, but the fruits of
the efforts are rather unpredictable, since other
sources of variation may be introduced and the trajectories can be expected to be disturbed. The disturbance terms contain the potential for innovation if
they can be sustained. Further development is beyond control because it is based on selections at
other ends.
This argument leads to the conclusion that in
order to be effective, policy-making should be reflexive in several respects. Which system of reference is
being disturbed, and how complex are these systems
from a dynamic perspective? As long as the system
of reference can be considered as a local trajectory,
concrete barriers to its further development can be
identified and perhaps removed. One may wish to
call this the ‘‘industrial model’’. Control remains
possible, effects are identifiable, and consequences
can thus be evaluated meaningfully from within local
frames of reference. For example, one may wish to
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stimulate or even to force the development of more
environmentally friendly technologies as long as ‘‘the
environment’’ can be defined unambiguously.
As soon as the system under study Žfor example, a
science-technology like biotechnology. has evolved
into a global regime, other sources of uncertainty
begin to play a role. Active policies may be productive in dimensions of the complex system other than
the ones taken in focus. Of course, one can try to
trade-off between different objectives, but the results
remain predictably sub-optimal Žcf., Callon, 1998..
Others may unexpectedly be able to realize considerably improved results by focusing on possible recombinations. The global system is not expected to
reward local policy-makers fairly, yet sustained disturbance is essential for the dynamics of this system.
This is not a plea for ‘‘laissez faire, laissez aller’’.
However, it is an argument against an engineering
model of society and S & T policies. The relevant
environments can be hypothesized and therefore the
development is knowledge-intensive. The global system can only advance in so far as local stabilizations
can be subjected to further selections. To this end,
niches have to be nurtured and regions developed.
The more precise Žthat is, reflexive. the signals from
institutional actors can be, the more likely one will
be able to participate in the system’s further development. The innovators have to place themselves reflexively within the innovation process.
A competitive advantage Žbased, for example, on
engineering. is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for participation. Without further provisions for
future feedback loops, the innovators cannot expect
to be rewarded. In general, the innoÕated systems
benefit from innovations, and not the innovators.
From an evolutionary perspective, a locally progressive development is always endangered. In terms of
policy analysis, one should not focus only on positive achievements like pilot projects, but on the
possibilities for sustaining and using the new developments further Žunder selection pressure. and on
organizing institutional retention ŽLeydesdorff,
1997b..
Innovation and invention are actor categories; innovativeness and resilience are crucial to an understanding of the Žselecting. system’s operation. At the
level of the communication system, the specification
of dimensions potentially relevant for future devel-
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opments assumes a theoretical reflection on possible
developments. Thus, the loop of a cultural evolution
based on scientific reconstructions and discursive
reasoning can be considered ‘‘locked-in’’ within a
knowledge-based economy.
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